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Many companies were already working in virtual teams before the COVID-19
office shutdowns and will continue to work in virtual and hybrid teams moving
forward. Your relationships with your customers, clients, partners and vendors
are also virtual relationships.

THERE IS A SPECTRUM OF REMOTENESS

It's more than just the tech tools. A virtual leader must know how to set
expectations, build relationships and culture across distance and be adept in
virtual leadership skills like leading effective virtual and hybrid meetings,
influencing across distance, and managing remote direct reports. 

FOUR MUST-KNOW AREAS TO BE A SUCCESSFUL VIRTUAL LEADER
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Distance Bias* is our brain's natural tendency to put more importance on the
people and things that are closer to us than those that are farther away. We
must be aware of this and put plans into place to mitigate it. 
*The NeuroLeadership Institute

Also be aware of Recency Bias - putting more value on the people that you
have communicated with or seen more recently.

DISTANCE BIAS IS REAL

It is about creating a foundation where everyone in your organization feels like
they belong and is included in activities no matter where they are located. 
Having a location-inclusive mindset is critical in a hybrid workforce model since
people will be working in different locations on a regular basis.
It means creating equal access to information, people, & responsibilities
regardless of time zone or zip code.
It means being aware of Distance Bias and putting plans into place to mitigate
that bias.  

Location Inclusion means valuing everyone regardless of where they live and
work. 

LOCATION-INCLUSIVE MINDSET
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3.

COMMUNICATION

Synchronous - communicating live with another person, expecting a real
time response. Typically phone or video meetings, instant messages or texts. 
Asynchronous - not expecting a real time response. Typically, email and
persistent chat (e.g. MS Teams or Slack channel threads). 

Decide what must be synchronous communication and what can
be asynchronous

These can happen daily or weekly 
The morning works best so that the team is on the same page for what will
be worked on that day or week. 

Virtual Stand-up Meetings

PRINCIPLES

VIRTUAL STAND-UP MEETINGS

LOGISTICS

< 15 minutes
Come prepared
<2 min per person

Prompt short discussion
Daily or weekly (in AM)

Assign a meeting
Facilitator 
Round Robin:

What are your top two priorities? 
What decisions do you need from
the team? Who and when? 
What barriers are in your way?

SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION

Video Mail: MS Teams/Zoom recording, Loom, Selfie-Video
MS Teams (Teams, Channels, add applications), Google docs, OneNote,
MURAL, Slack

Incorporate new software tools to reduce email overload and
meeting fatigue

ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION
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Step #1: always ask yourself if you really need a meeting, or if you can get to
the outcome in another way
Step #2: prepare a thorough agenda using the 5 Ps

Ensure Meeting Hygiene

PURPOSE
1 .

5 Ps Agenda

2.

3.

4.

5 .

PRODUCT

PROCESS

PRE-WORK

PEOPLE

Why are we meeting? Do we really need a meeting, or
can it be handled in a different manner? 

What is the specific intended outcome?

How will we facilitate the discussion 
or get to a decision remotely?

What preparation is needed? What work can get done
asynchronously to expedite the meeting?

Who needs to attend? Narrow the invite list to the
smallest group of the right people. (<8)

SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION
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3.

CULTURE VS CAMARADERIE

Defining Culture vs Camaraderie

Camaraderie-building activities, like virtual happy hours, often get confused
with building team culture. Building camaraderie is important, but it is only
one part of culture building. 
What is even more important to culture building is getting clear on the team
values, and the behaviors expected by the team that ladder up to those
values. 
Consider working with your team to co-create some location-inclusive
behaviors that ladder up to your organization's values.



Use the assessment to identify strengths and where skills training is needed. 
ASSESS VIRTUAL LEADERSHIP SKILLS

Not 
Comfortable

How to lead efficient, inclusive &
engaging virtual meetings

1 .

I Know
A Bit

Good 
Enough

Expert (could
teach others) N/A

How to effectively influence key
internal stakeholders &

customers/clients across distance

2.

How to gain trust & coach
performance when managing a

remote direct report

3.

How to gain trust & work effectively
with a remote manager

4.

To know how to effectively use
collaboration software tools

for each situation

5.

How to set communication norms
and availability expectations 

with your team

6.

How to drive a culture of inclusion,
trust, & connection in a virtual team

7.

How to present remotely to inspire
& influence your audience

8.

How to build ideas & brainstorm
when everyone can't be 

in the same room

9.
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Contact Us: 
Sacha@virtualworkinsider.com

Be aware of the 4 must-know skill areas to be a successful virtual leader
of hybrid and remote teams 
Understand important virtual leadership concepts like Distance Bias and
Recency Bias 
Be armed with new virtual team rituals and communication norms to put
into place to combat meeting fatigue and email overload. 

VIRTUAL
LEADERSHIP

FOUNDATIONS

Become a Virtual shops Insider

Be armed with actionable steps for what to do before, during, and after
virtual meetings/presentations to be engaging, effective, efficient, and
inclusive (internal & with partners and customers) 
Know what tech tools to use and how to use them to be influential and
effective in the meeting/presentation 

Understand the importance of influencing from a distance to hit your
business objectives and advance your career goals, and how it’s different
from being in-person 
Be aware of concrete strategies and tactics to influence your key
stakeholders (internal & partners/customers) across any distance 
Complete a 5-step exercise to create your own personal virtual influence
plan to set into motion immediately. 

INFLUENCING
ACROSS

DISTANCE

Understand the 4 common need areas for a successful and trusting
remote reporting relationship to enable strong performance
Be aware of concrete strategies and tactics to improve the flow of
information, build trust, and solicit help and feedback when you need it 
Create an action list to review with your manager and/or direct reports in
your next 1:1 

SUCCESSFUL
REMOTE

REPORTING
RELATIONSHIPS

LEADING
EFFECTIVE
VIRTUAL

MEETINGS

Learn how to create a culture of inclusion, trust, and connection across
distance in hybrid and remote teams 
Understand the difference between culture-building and camaraderie-
building 
Complete a 3-step exercise to create your personalized virtual team culture
plan with tactics that ladder up to the biggest culture needs of your team 

DRIVING
CULTURE IN

VIRTUAL TEAMS

Contact us to learn more about our 60-90 minute customized workshops.
They can be chosen as stand-alone sessions or as part of a full series.
Email: sacha@virtualworkinsider.com


